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T.N. Carlstrom, G.L. Campbell, J.C. DeBoo, R.G. Evanko, J. Evans, C.M. Greenfield, J.S. Haskovec,

C.I_ Hsieh, E.L. McKee, R.T. Snider, R.E. Stockdale, M.P. Thomas, and P.K. Trost

Ge_rd Atonics

P.O. Box 85608, San Dkgo, _m_ia 92186-9784

Abstract: Th_ paper describes the de_n and operation of _ _rr

a 40-spatial channel Thomson scattering system that uses mul-
tiple 20 Hz Nd:YAG lasersto measure the electron temperature

and density profiles periodically throughout an entire plasma
_. lnter[erence filter polychromators disperse the scat- _ OWlWS

tered light which is deter'ted by silicon avalanche photodiodes.
The measurable teml_-ature range is from 10 eV to 20 keV and CONCnL_s,mao m_

the minimum detectable density is about 2 x I0 Is m -3. Laser

control and data acquisition axe performed in real-time by a 0_c
VME-based microcomputer. Data analym is performed by a

MicroVAX 3400. Unique features of this system include _bur_

mode" operation, where multiple _ are fired in rap'., suc-
v_ t_ts

cession(<:10 khz), real-timeanalysiscapability,and Immr beam mcmm vmslt

qualityand alignment monitoring during plasma operation. Re- {curxr m,}

milts of component testing, calibration, and plasma operation
are presented. _RovAx

gUM mlq/TOPTICS CO_IPtlTEIIS

_10_ ,NAM

I. Introduction _ m'--.-.,-"

Thomson _tterinK tub Ions been a standard dia@ao_ic _

for measuring the electron temperature and density in tokamaks. _ _sm0m

As fusion plmmm machines become larger and mcfe _ve
to operate, and as teml_r_ evolution of the p]_,lma becomes FIG. 1. Schematic of the nmltipulse Thomson sc_tering

important to the understandiz_ of the physics of processes such system showing the location of the laser beam path, the
as L-H transitions, edge localized modes (ELMs), beta limits, collection optics and Rber optic cables, and the remote

and disruptions, multipu]se laser systems offer an attractive al- detection and data acquisition system.

ternative to single pulse systems, both from the standpoint of

the cost of repeating many discharges and studying events where 2. Design

shot-to-shot reproducibility is _t. The use of a multipulse
system eliminates the need to know A priori when the time of Low dlv_ce lasers are required to minimize the laser

interestwilloccur during a plasma discharge and also p,_mits beam waist in the plasma. This maximizes the ratioof scattered

m_ents to be made during severaldifferentexperiments lasersignalto backs_und lightsignal. We selected NY81C-20

in one shot, thereby increa_ the productivity of the entire Nd:YAG lasersmade by Continuum. Each laser(two presently,

experimental program, eiKht in Sept. 1991) isa low divergence (< 500 mrad), 20 Hz, 1 J

10 nsec pulsed laser.The laserbeams are packed closelytogether

The design of the multipulse Thomson scatteringsystem along a common beam path. A HeNe laserismade col]nearwith
on the DIII-D tokamak was modeled afterthe multipulse system the NchYAG lasersand isused ina computer controlledfeedback

on ASDEX [1].We _ multiple 20-Hz Nd:YAG lasersinstead alignment system. The divergence of the lasersismonitored by

of one high repetitionlaserhowever, which incremms the com- a fast readout, ]-D reticon,sittmted at the focus of a sampled

plexityof control,calibration,and beam optics.Multiple lasers portion ofthe lamerbeam. This permits the identificationof poor

have the advantages of higher overallrepetitionrate,reliability, quality laserpulses which might ea:ectthe density measurement.

and _burst mode" capabilitywhere individuallasersare firedin In addition,the alignment between the collectionopticsand the

rapid succession,limited only by the data acquisitionrate. Un- laserbeams ismonitored by an array of opticalfiberslocated at

likeASDEX, the lasersand detectorsare located away from the the image of the laserbeam. A detector at each fibermeasures

tokamak, and are connected to itvia a 30-meter feedback con- the amount of scatteredlightand the relativeposition of each

trolledbeam path and iS-meter fiberopticbundles. A schematic Laserbeam can be determined. This system identifiesmisaligned

of the overalllayout isshown in Fig. I. laserbeams that can affectthe densitymeasurement Additional

information on the lasersystem can be found in Ref. 2.
Because of the importance of the edKe plasma in the L-H

transition,ELM behavior, and divertor physics,we designed a The scatte:_-dl_ghtis collectedby an f/5 multi-element

system to measure Te from I0 eV to 20 keV, and ne from 2 x 10Is wide-angle collectionlenswhich images the laserbeam on an ar-

to 2 x 102° m -s. Measurement precisionisimportant when try- ray of 40, 1.5 x 3.0 mm fiberoptic bundles comprised of ~ I00,

ing to compare subtlechanges in the profilesfrom one laserpulse 212/_ diameter, low lossquartz fibers.Each fiberilluminatesa
to the next. The system was optimized forhigh transmission and seven-channel polychromator [3].The transmission of the poly-

low noisein order to maximize the signal-to-noiseratio.Careful chromator, fiberoptic bundle, and a typicaldetector quantum

consideration isgiven to the background lightmeasurement so efficiencyis shown in Fig. 2. The 3 nra-wide filterat the Imser
that accurate error assessment can be made. wavelength is used for Rayleigh calibration.
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The 2.3 mm diameter output image of the polychroma-
tor is directly coupled to large format (3 mm diameter), sili-
con avalanchephotodiodes,(RCA C30956E). Each channelhas FIG.3.Blockdiagramofthediagnosticcontroland data

an amplifiercircuit[4]with two outputs:a direct-coupled out- acquisirionsystem.

put which isused for calibrationand b_und lightmea, inparttothe factthatthischannelsubtractstwo signals,and
surementsand a hish-passoutputwhich containsthescattered thereforethe varianceof each signalisadded. By absolutely

laserpulseinformationwhilerejectingthe lowerfrequencyback- calibratinK thesiliconavalanchedetectors,we can determinethe
ground light.Both thehigh-passchanneland thedirect-coupled ratioof the excessnoisefactor[6],which isan increaseinthe

channelaredigitizedvnthLeCroy 4300B,fast-gatedintegrators, signalvariancedue to the avalancheprocess,to the quantum

The gainofthe detectorw_s _ tovary about 3% ef_ciency.Valuesofthisr_tiovaryfrom 5 to20overthesample
per de_e C at 1060 nn_ To minlmi_ethe thermalvariation of265 detectorsmeasured. Measuring thisratioenablesus to
of the detector,the avalanchephotodiodeisplacedin a sep- estimatethe standarddeviationof a signalby measuringonly
aratechamber away from the circuitboard,and the detector the signallevelTherefore,by measuringthe background light

electronicsassemblyis_ tosinkheattothewatercooled inthe direct-coupledchannel,we can estimatethecontribution

polychrom_torframestructure, the background lightmakes to the standard deviationof the
sc,_tteredlasersignalinthehigh-passchanneli7].

A real-time,VME computer system [5]isusedtooperate

the lasersand acquirethe data.A blockdiagramofthe system A dc lightsourceisusedto calibratethe wavelengthand

isshown inFig.3. The entiresystemison a VMEbus operat- rh_--eltochannelresponseofthe polychromators.To do this,
inK at 16 MHz. AllCPUs are Motorola68030 with a 25 MHz the absolutelycalibratedphotodiodeisusedtocalibratea com-
clockrate.A Unix-basedhostcommunicates withthe DIII-D purercontrolledCVI Digikrom 240 monochromator, which in

computer centervia DECnet. The targetprocessorsrun the turn,isused to measure the transmissionand wavelengthre-
VMEexec reai-timeoperatingsystem. Two targetprocessors sponseofthepolychromators.Sincethe ratioofthe gainofthe

are used,one fordata acquisitionand the otherforlaserand high-paaschannelto direct-coupledchannelismeasured, this

general diagnostic control. Additional processors can be added calibration can be used for the high-pm channel. The abso-
in the future to provide re_-time data analysis. In addition, a lute sensitivity of the entire system is calibrated using Rayleigh
MicroVAX 3400 is used for operator control, data archival a__d scattered light from the DIII-D vessel.
analysis, and an interface to additional CAMAC modules that
do not require real-time intera_ion.

4. ResuRs

3. C_iNatkm
The data is analyzed immediately following a plasma dis-

We rely on an absolutely calibrated photodiode (EG&G charge by using least squares fitting to the Thomson function
derived by Selden [8]. The analysis time is minimized by using

Model 690) to measure the detector sensitivity (count/photon) look-up tables to calculate fitted signal levels during successive
in both the high-pass and direct-coupled channels by ca.Librat- iterations on T, and r_,. The profile results of T, and n_ for
ing a 1060 nm light emitting diode (LED) (RCA C30116) oper- an entire discharge, typically 8000 fits, axe avatiable to the user
ated in both pulsed and dc modes. Typical gain values for the within a few minutes after a shot.
high-pass and direct-coupled channels are 0.05 aud 0.!5 counts/
photon, respectively. The difference in gain is purely a function Figure 4 shows the viewing geometry, the laser beam path,
of the electronics, and is therefore invariant with wavelength, and the viewing dump relative to the vacuum vessel. The loca-
The noise due to the electronic circuit is typicaJly 5.0 and 3.5 tion of the spatial channels axe defined by the intersection of the
counts for the high-pass and direct-coupled channels, respec- laser path and the viewing angle. Also shown is a flux surface
tively. The higher noise level in the high-pass channel is due plot showing a typical plasma location.
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Several cliffer_nt types of data di_lay are available to the _-_0--- . . . t • ,
user. The time evolution of any spatial channel can be plotted -2o o 20 4o 6o 8o Ioo

along with other data from the DIII-D data acquimtion system Z (cre) (at R "-" 194 cre)
through use of the display code REVIEW. Another data display
program, TSPLOT, allows the user to display Te and n_ profiles FIG. 5. Typical display of Tc, n_, and Pe profiles during an
at selected times, as well u contour plotm mud 3D plots as a H-modedischm_fzQm TSPLOT. The error ban repremnt

function of time and space. A typical profile plot is shown in one _mdard dmvi_on. _ shown is tlm reduced X 2 for

Fig. 5. The error 6m represent one standm-d deviation, based on each spatial location.

statistical noise from the electronics, photons, and the avalanche
been given to minimizing and accurately determimng errors so

procem in the detector. Figure 6 shows a contour plot of Te mud
that detailed comparisons of profiles can be made.

n_ for an entire plamma discharge. Although the plasma extends

from z -- -90 to + 90 cre, m_ts m-e only made from

slightly below the midplane (z = -20) to the top of the vessel. 6. Admowtedgment

Note the high density of spatial locations in the plasma edge
region from z = 75 to 100 cm where the resolution is about This is a report of work sponsored by the U.S. Depaxtment
1.3 cre. This resolution is r_uircd to resolve the steep gradients of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC03-89ERSll14.
produced in H-mode plasmas as shown in Fig. 5.
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